Shearling coats for all seasons

A shearling coat has many advantages over other animal skin jackets. Offering multi-climate
comfort is one of these advantages. Not to delve into their history, shearling coats’ gained
popularity during World War II. Aircrew bombers wore sheepskin coats to stay warm in
unpressurized cabins in high altitudes. The crimp of sheep wool creates insulating air spaces,
thus naturally retaining heat. Even during winter’s worst, a shearling coat keeps you insulated
and warm.
The following properties of sheepskin make shearling coats suitable for all seasons:
1. Water resistant: Naturally, sheepskin is water resistant. Wool fibers are usually arranged in
layers. The wool fibers are sturdy and water-repellent. Outer fibers absorb moisture vapor
without getting damp and protect the fiber’s core from any moisture. With the humidity absorbed
and water repelled, the shearling coat is a thermally regulating material. It only needs to be
shaken after being worn in the rain or snow and smoothed with a brush.
2. Breathability: One might wrongly assume that the insulating properties of sheepskin would
make it heavy during warm climate. Surprisingly, sheepskin is well known for its breathability
and versatility. A shearling coat keeps the body temperature regulated when the environmental
temperature fluctuates. During moderate weather, the coat keeps you cool and dry. It makes a
perfect outfit for shoveling a snowy driveway or a light spring hike.
3. Moisture wicking ability: This is another property that makes sheepskin comfortable in warm
weather. It absorbs moisture from your body in a way like wicking perspiration away. This
property combined with being breathable ensures that your body remains warm and dry in
varying climates. Processed wool is also light-weight and soft and this makes a shearling coat
even more comfortable. It is a must-have three-season coat.
The durability of shearling coats is unparalleled. You can find a shearling coat that has been
worn for more than 15 years and still looks great. The wool material can last for ages without
losing their high quality and astounding appearance. Shearling coats are made to different sizes
to cater for all-weather needs. Basically, longer coats are for cooler seasons while shorter ones
are for warmer days.
These coats are made by the best tailors in Spain and South America. The superior technology
used manifests itself in the appearance of shearling coats, not to mention their durability. The
coats are a perfect way to experience the luxury of soft natural material that is exceptionally
comfortable and suitable for a wide variety of weather conditions.

Combining the versatility, durability and style of shearling coats results to a “best purchase” for
most people. A shearling coat provides more utility than most coats in the market. It’s favorably
priced and offers great value for your money.
If you live in an area that experiences seasonal fluctuation of temperature, have your shearling
coat ready for the seasons. Don’t wait until winter kicks in to start looking for warmer outfits.
Avoid keeping on buying jackets that last only one or two seasons by purchasing a shearling coat
and you won’t shiver again at the mention or thought of the word “cold”.
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